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We prove that in the desarguesian plane PG(2, qt) (t>4) there are at least three
inequivalent blocking sets of size qt+qt&1+1. The first one has q+1 Re dei lines,
the second one has exactly one Re dei line, and the third one is not of Re dei type.
For GF(q) the largest subfield of GF(qt), our results disprove a conjecture quoted
by A. Blokhuis (1998, in ‘‘Galois Geometry and Generalized Polygons,’’ Gent).
 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A blocking set B in a finite projective plane is a set of points intersecting
every line. B is called trivial if it contains a line. Throughout this paper, we
will only consider non-trivial blocking sets.
A blocking set is called minimal if no proper subset of it is a blocking set.
If q is the order of the plane and B has size q+N, then a line contains at
most N points of B: if such a line exists, B is called of Re dei type and the
line is said to be a Re dei line.
Two blocking sets are said to be equivalent if there is a collineation of the
plane which maps one to the other.
Minimal blocking sets of a desarguesian plane PG(2, q), q= pe p prime,
of size less than 3(q+1)2 are called small. They intersect every line in a
number of points congruent to 1 modulo p (see [12]).
It has been proved by Bruen in [3] that a blocking set B has size
|B|q+- q+1, and equality holds if and only if B is a Baer subplane.
Therefore, in a desarguesian plane of square order, all the blocking sets of
minimum size are equivalent.
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Let GF(q)/GF(qt), and let tr(x)=x+xq+ } } } +xqt&1 be the trace of
GF(qt) over GF(q). If (X0 , X1 , X2) are the homogeneous coordinates of a
point of PG(2, qt), then R=[(:, tr(:), b) | : # GF(qt), b # GF(q)] is a small
minimal blocking set of PG(2, qt) of size qt+qt&1+1 such that X2=0 is
a Re dei line. It is easy to prove that all secant lines incident with the point
(1, 0, 0) are Re dei lines, i.e. R has q+1 Re dei lines. For t=2, R is a Baer
subplane of PG(2, q2).
If GF(q) is the largest subfield of GF(qt), it has been conjectured in [1]
that a small minimal blocking set B of PG(2, q) has size |B|qt+qt&1+1,
and equality holds if and only if B is equivalent to R.
The proof of the conjecture for t=2 follows from Bruen’s characterisa-
tion of the Baer subplane as the blocking set of minimum size. For q= p3
( p prime) it has been proved in [2] that, up to equivalence, R is the only
Re dei blocking set of size p3+ p2+1. As for p7 the small minimal block-
ing sets of PG(2, p3) are of Re dei type (see [10]), the conjecture is true for
t=3 and p prime, p7. Hence, the first open case is PG(2, p5) with p a
prime number.
In this paper, using the linear blocking sets introduced in [7], we construct
two blocking sets of size qt+qt&1+1 in PG(2, qt), one of which is not of
Re dei type (here t>4) while the other one has exactly one Re dei line (and
t>3). We also prove that the GF(q)-linear blocking sets2 of PG(2, qt) of
size qt+qt&1+1 with q+1 Re dei lines are equivalent. If GF(q) is the
largest subfield of GF(qt), our results disprove the above conjecture.
As a corollary, we also prove that a small minimal blocking set with two
Re dei lines is equivalent to the blocking set defined by the trace.
2. LINEAR BLOCKING SETS
Let V be a vector space over a field F. We will denote by PG(V, F ) the
projective geometry of the F-linear subspaces of V. Accordingly, given a
subfield K of F, the symbol PG(V, K) will stand for the projective geometry
of the K-linear subspaces of V. As usual, if F=GF(q) and V has finite rank
n+1, we will write PG(V, F )=PG(n, q), and we denote by (v) the point
of PG(V, F ) defined by the non-zero vector v of V.
Let 7* be a projective space. A subset 7 of points of 7* is a subgeometry
of 7* if there is a set L of subsets of 7 with the following properties:
(a) each element of L is contained in a line of 7*;
(b) (7, L) is a projective space;
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(c) if a line L of 7* contains two points of 7, then L & 7 # L;
(d) no line of 7* belongs to L.
If 7* is a plane, we call 7 a subplane.
Let 7=PG(V, GF(q)) be a subgeometry of 7*=PG(V*, GF(qt)). We
say that 7 is a canonical subgeometry of 7* when V*=GF(qt)V. This
is equivalent to saying that a frame of 7 is also a frame of 7*. A canonical
subgeometry 7=PG(1, q) of PG(1, qt) is called a subline. We recall that
not all the subgeometries are canonical (see, e.g., [6]).
Let ?=PG(2, qt)=PG(V, GF(qt)) where V is a 3-dimensional vector space
over GF(qt). Regarding V as a vector space of dimension 3t over GF(q), each
point x of ?=PG(2, qt) defines a (t&1)-dimensional subspace P(x) of the
projective space PG(V, GF(q))=PG(3t&1, q), and each line l of PG(2, qt)
defines a (2t&1)-dimensional subspace P(l ) of PG(3t&1, q).
Let S be the set of all the (t&1)-dimensional subspaces P(x) where x
is a point of PG(2, qt). Then S is a (t&1)-spread of PG(3t&1, q). More-
over if U is a (2t&1)-dimensional subspace of PG(3t&1, q) containing two
elements of S, then a (t&1)-spread is induced by S in U, i.e., U=P(l ) for
some line l of PG(2, qt). We call S the GF(q)-linear representation of
?=PG(2, qt).
A regulus R of PG(2t&1, q) is a set of q+1 mutually disjoint (t&1)-
dimensional subspaces such that each line intersecting three elements of R
meets all the elements of R. Such a line is called a transversal line of R. If
U is an element of R, then each point of U is incident with exactly one
transversal line.
For each line m of PG(3t&1, q) not contained in any element P(x) of S,
the subset R=[P(x) | P(x) & m{<] is a regulus (see, e.g., [8]).
Let L be a t-dimensional subspace of PG(3t&1, q) and let BL=
[x # PG(2, qt) | P(x) & L{<]. If L is not contained in P(l ) for any line l
of PG(2, qt), then BL is a small minimal blocking set (see [7, 9]).
A blocking set B of PG(2, qt)=PG(V, GF(qt)) is GF(q)-linear if and only
if B is equivalent to some BL . By [8], B is a GF(q)-linear blocking set if
and only if there is a subset W of V such that:
(a) W is a GF(q)-vector space of rank t+1;
(b) V=(W);
(c) B=[(v) | v # W"[0]].
If L is the subspace of PG(3t&1, q) defined by W, then B=BL . We note
that W is not uniquely defined, as proved in [8].
Suppose 7=PG(n, q) is a canonical subgeometry of 7*=PG(n, qt).
A subspace S of 7* intersects 7 in a subspace S & 7 whose dimension is less
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or equal than the dimension of S. When S and S & 7 have the same dimen-
sion we say that S is a subspace of 7. A collineation of 7 defines a unique
collineation of 7*, and a collineation of 7* fixing 7 induces a collineation
of 7. Moreover, the collineation group of 7* acts transitively on the
canonical subgeometries of 7*.
Let 7=PG(t, q) (t3) be a canonical subgeometry of 7*=PG(t, qt).
Let ?* be a (t&3)-dimensional subspace of 7* disjoint from 7, and let ?
be a plane of 7* disjoint from ?*. Define the map p?*, ?, 7 from 7 to ? by
x [ (x, ?*) & ? for each point x of 7.
Theorem 1 [8]. B= p?*, ?, 7 (7) is a GF(q)-linear blocking set of
?=PG(2, qt).
3. REGULI AND BLOCKING SETS OF PG(2, q5)
Let 7*=PG(V*, GF(qt))=PG(5, qt). Fix a basis [e0 , e1 , e2 , e3 , e4 , e5]
of V* and denote by (x0 , x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5) the homogeneous coordinates
of the point (x0e0+x1e1+x2e2+x3e3+x4e4+x5 e5) of 7*. Let _ be the
semilinear map of V* to itself defined by
_: :
5
i=0
xi ei [ :
5
i=0
xqi ei .
Then V=[v # V* | v_=v] is a 6-dimensional GF(q)-vector space and
[e0 , e1 , e2 , e3 , e4 , e5] is also a basis of V over GF(q). Hence V*=
GF(qt)V, i.e. 7=PG(V, GF(q)) is a canonical subgeometry of 7*. If x=
(x0 , x1 , x2) and y=(x3 , x4 , x5), put (x, y)=(x0 , x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5). Let
F()=[(0, y) | y=(a, b, c); a, b, c # GF(q)],
F(*)=[(x, *x) | x=(a, b, c); a, b, c # GF(q)], * # GF(q),
R=[F(i) | i= or i # GF(q)].
Then R is a regulus of 7. Denote by R* the regulus of 7* defined by R,
i.e.,
R*=[F*(i) | i= or i # GF(q5)],
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where
F*()=[(0, y) | y=(a, b, c); a, b, c # GF(q5)],
F*(*)=[(x, *x) | x=(a, b, c); a, b, c # GF(q5)], * # GF(q5).
We note that if i= or i # GF(q), then F*(i) & 7=F(i).
Lemma 1. If * # GF(q5)"GF(q), then F*(*) & 7=<.
Proof. For x=(a, b, c), put xq=(aq, bq, cq). The point (x, *x) (x{0)
belongs to 7 if and only if (xq, *qxq)=+(x, *x) for some element + of GF(q5)
different from 0. Hence xq=+x and *qxq=+*x. This implies *q=*. K
Theorem 2. Fix * # GF(q5)"GF(q). Let ?*=F*(*) and ?=F*().
Then B= p?*, ?, 7 (7) is a non-Re dei blocking set in ?=PG(2, q5) of size
q5+q4+1.
Proof. We will prove that for each point (x, y) of 7 the intersection
(?*, (x, y)) & 7 is either the point (x, y) or a line of 7 incident with (x, y).
By way of contradiction, suppose that for some point (x, y) the subspace
(?*, (x, y)) contains a plane : of 7. Let m=: & ?*. As : is a plane of 7,
the collineation _ fixes :. Therefore, the line m_ is contained in :. This
implies that m and m_ are not disjoint, i.e. ?*=F*(*) and (?*)_=F*(*q)
are not disjoint. As F*(*) and F*(*q) are two distinct elements of R* we
have the required contradiction.
If (x, y) is a point of 7 incident with an element of R, then (?*, (x, y))
& 7 is the transversal line of R incident with (x, y).
Suppose that for some point (x, y) of 7 the subspace (?*, (x, y))
contains a line m of 7 incident with (x, y). Then m intersects F*(*), F*(*q),
F*(*q2), F*(*q3), and F*(*q4) because m is fixed by the collineation _. As
* does not belong to GF(q), the planes F*(*), F*(*q), F*(*q2), F*(*q 3),
and F*(*q 4) are pairwise distinct. Therefore, m is a transversal line of R*.
Hence m is a transversal line of R because it is a line of 7. This implies that
the point (x, y) belongs to an element of R.
There are exactly q2+q+1 transversal lines of R and exactly
(q3&q)(q2+q+1) points of 7 not incident with an element of R, then the
size of B is
|B|=(q3&q)(q2+q+1)+q2+q+1=q5+q4+1.
If a hyperplane H of 7 contains ?*=F*(*), then H contains also the
plane (?*)_=F*(*q) because H _=H. This implies that F*(*) and F*(*q)
are not disjoint because H has dimension 4. As F*(*) and F*(*q) are skew,
we have proved that no hyperplane of 7 contains ?*.
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If a line l of ? is a Re dei line of B, then the hyperplane H=(?*, l)
contains at least q4+1 points of 7. Therefore H is a hyperplane of 7. As
no hyperplanes of 7 contain ?*, we conclude that B is not of Re dei
type. K
Corollary 1. In the hypotheses of Theorem 2, we have B=[(0, &*y+v) |
y, v # GF(q)3].
4. TWO EXAMPLES OF BLOCKING SETS
If ?=PG(2, qt)=PG(V, GF(qt)) and w0 , w1 , w2 is a GF(qt)-basis of V,
denote by (X0 , X1 , X2) the homogeneous coordinates of the point (X0 w0
+X1 w1+X2 w2) of ?. Let S be the GF(q)-linear representation of
PG(3t&1, q)=PG(V, GF(qt)).
Lemma 2. Let B=BL be a GF(q)-linear blocking set and let m be a
Re dei line of B. If |B|qt+qt&1+1, then P(m) & L has dimension t&1,
and for all the points (X0 , X1 , X2) of B not incident with m, the subspace
P(X0 , X1 , X2) & L is a point.
Proof. As B has size at least qt+qt&1+1, the subspace P(m) & L has
dimension t&1 because it contains at least qt&1+1 points. Therefore, if
(X0 , X1 , X2) belongs to B"m, then P(X0 , X1 , X2) intersects L in a point
because P(X0 , X1 , X2) and P(m) are disjoint. K
Theorem 3. Let t>3 and fix a primitive element * of GF(qt). Let
B=[(x0+x1 *, y0+ y1 *+ } } } + yt&3*t&3, z0) |
x0 , x1 , y0 , y1 , ..., yt&3 , z0 # GF(q)].
Then B is a GF(q)-linear blocking set of size qt+qt&1+1, and X2=0 is the
unique Re dei line of B.
Proof. Let W be the set of all the vectors of V of the form (x0+x1 *,
y0+ y1*+ } } } + yt&3*t&3, z0) such that x0 , x1 , y0 , y1 , ..., yt&3 , z0 # GF(q).
As V=(W) and W is a GF(q)-vector space of rank t+1, it defines a t-dimen-
sional subspace L of PG(V, GF(q))=PG(3t&1, q) not contained in any
subspace P(l ) for l a line of ?. By definition, B=BL is a GF(q)-linear
blocking set of ?.
Let m be the line with equation X2=0. Then, P(m) & L has dimension
t&1, i.e., m is a Re dei line of B (see [7, Sect. 5]). We note that P(0, 1, 0)
& L has dimension t&3. Hence, for each point (1, u, 0) of the line X2=0,
the intersection P(1, u, 0) & L is a line or a point or empty.
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A point of P(1, u, 0) & L has coordinates (;, ;u, 0)=(x0+x1*, y0+ y1*
+ } } } + yt&3*t&3, 0) where ; # GF(qt) and x0 , x1 , y0 ..., yt&3 # GF(q). If
u=u0+u1*+ } } } +ut&1 *t&1 with u0 , u1 , u2 , ..., ut&1 # GF(q), then
(x0+x1*)(u0+u1 *+ } } } +ut&1*t&1)= y0+ y1*+ } } } + yt&3*t&3.
As *t=a0+a1*+ } } } +at&1*t&1 for suitable elements a0 , a1 , ..., at&1 #
GF(q) because * is a primitive element of GF(qt), we have
x0u0+x1 ut&1a0= y0 ,
x0u1+x1(u0+ut&1a1)= y1 ,
x0u2+x1(u1+ut&1a2)= y2 ,{ } } }x0ut&3+x1(ut&4+ut&1at&3)= yt&3x0ut&2+x1(ut&3+ut&1at&2)=0,
x0ut&1+x1(ut&2+ut&1at&1)=0.
If (ut&3 , ut&2 , ut&1){(0, 0, 0), then P(1, u, 0) & L is either a point or empty.
If (ut&3 , ut&2 , ut&1)=(0, 0, 0), then the points of P(1, u, 0) & L have
coordinates
(x0+x1 *, x0u0+(x0u1+u0x1) *+ } } } +(x0ut&3+x1ut&4) *t&3, 0),
i.e., P(1, u, 0) intersects L in a line.
Then we have qt&3 elements of S intersecting L in a line and exactly one
element of S intersecting L in a (t&3)-dimensional subspace. All the other
elements of S intersect L in at most one point. Hence, B has size qt+qt&1+1.
If n is a Re dei line of B, by Lemma 2, P(n) intersects L in a (t&1)-dimen-
sional subspace, and n contains every point (a, b, c) of PG(2, qt) such that
P(a, b, c) intersects L in a subspace containing a line. Hence X2=0 is the
unique Re dei line of B. K
Theorem 4. Let t5 and let * be a primitive element of GF(qt). Let
B=[(x0+x1 *+ } } } +xt&4*t&4, y0+ y1*, z0+z1*) |
x0 , x1 , ..., xt&4 , y0 , y1 , z0 , z1 # GF(q)].
Then B is a GF(q)-linear blocking set of size qt+qt&1+1 without Re dei
lines.
Proof. Let W be the set of all vectors of V of the form (x0+x1*
+ } } } +xt&4 *t&4, y0+ y1 *, z0+z1 *) where x0 , x1 , ..., xt&4 , y0 , y1 , z0 ,
z1 # GF(q). As V=(W) and W is a GF(q)-vector space of rank t+1, it
defines a t-dimensional subspace L of PG(V, GF(q))=PG(3t&1, q) not
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contained in any subspace P(l ) where l is a line of ?. By definition B=BL
is a GF(q)-linear blocking set of PG(2, qt)=PG(V, GF(qt)).
Let m be the line X2=0. Then P(m) & L has dimension t&2. The
(t&1)-dimensional subspace P(1, 0, 0) intersects L in a (t&4)-dimensional
subspace. A point (x0+x1 *+ } } } +xt&4 *t&4, y0+ y1 *, 0) of P(m) & L
belongs to P(v, 1, 0) if and only if there is an element ; of GF(qt) such that
;= y0+ y1* and
( y0+ y1 *) v=(x0+x1 *+ } } } +xt&4*t&4).
As in Theorem 3, we can prove that there are exaclty qt&4 elements
P(v, 1, 0) intersecting L in a line. All the other elements of S different from
P(1, 0, 0) and contained in P(m) intersect P(m) & L in at most one point.
Hence, m contains exactly qt&2+1 points of B.
If the point (v, u, 1) belongs to B, then there is an element ; of GF(qt)
such that
;=z0+z1*,
{(z0+z1 *) u= y0+ y1 *,(z0+z1*) v=x0+x1 *+ } } } +xt&4*t&4.
with x0 , x1 , ..., xt&4 , y0 , y1 , z0 , z1 # GF(q).
Let v=v0+v1 *+ } } } +vt&1*t&1 and u=u0+u1 *+ } } } +ut&1 *t&1.
If P(v, u, 1) & L contains a line, then the equality (z0+z1 *) u= y0+ y1 *,
implies u=u0 .
If (vt&4 , vt&3 , vt&2 , vt&1)=(0, 0, 0, 0), then (z0+z1 *) v=x0+x1*
+ } } } +xt&4 *t&4 has solution for all z0 and z1 in GF(q), i.e., P(v, u, 1) & L
is a line.
If (vt&4 , vt&3 , vt&2 , vt&1){(0, 0, 0, 0), then (z0+z1*) v=x0+x1*+ } } }
xt&4*t&4 has at most q solutions, i.e., P(v, u, 1) & L is either a point or empty.
Then, we have exactly q } qt&4 points (v, u, 1) such that P(v, u, 1) inter-
sects L in a line. For all the other points not incident with X2=0 the
subspace P(v, u, 1) intersects L in at most one point. As L & P(m) has
dimension t&2, there are exactly qt+qt&1&qt&2&qt&3 elements of S
not in P(m) and intersecting L in a point and exactly qt&3 intersecting L
in a line. Then, B has order qt+qt&1+1.
By way of contradiction, suppose there is a Re dei line r of B. By Lemma 2,
P(r) & L has dimension t&1, and r contains every point (X0 , X1 , X2) of
PG(2, qt) such that P(X0 , X1 , X2) intersects L in a subspace containing a line.
Then r is incident with the three non-collinear points (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0),
and (0, 0, 1). K
Theorem 4 generalizes the example constructed in Theorem 2 using a
regulus for t>5.
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5. EQUIVALENT GF(q)&LINEAR BLOCKING SETS
Let GF(q)/GF(qt), and let tr(x)=x+xq+ } } } +xqt&1 be the trace of
GF(qt) over GF(q). If (X0 , X1 , X2) are the homogeneous coordinates of a
point of PG(2, qt), then R=[(:, tr(:), b) | : # GF(qt), b # GF(q)] is a small
minimal blocking set of PG(2, qt) of size qt+qt&1+1 which has q+1
Re dei lines.
Theorem 5. Let B be a GF(q)-linear blocking set of PG(2, qt) of order
|B|qt+qt&1+1. If B has at least two Re dei lines then it is equivalent to
the blocking set R defined by the trace of GF(qt) over GF(q).
Proof. Let B=BL be a GF(q)-linear blocking set of PG(2, qt). Let l and
m be two Re dei lines of B. By Lemma 2, P(l ) & L and P(m) & L have
dimension t&1. If x denotes the common point of l and m, then T=
P(x) & L has dimension t&2. Hence, all secant lines of PG(2, qt) incident
with x are Re dei lines of B and |B|=qt+qt&1+1 (see [7, Sect. 5]). If r is a
line of L disjoint from T, then an element of S intersects r in at most one point.
If both P( y) and P(z) contain a point of r, then R=[P(w) | P(w) & r{<]
is a regulus of the (2t&1)-dimensional subspace (P( y), P(z)) and r is a
transversal line of R. If n is the line of PG(2, qt) joining the points y and
z, then n =[n & P(a) | P(a) # R] is a subline isomorphic to PG(1, q) (see
[7]). Hence, we can choose two vectors w0 and w1 in V such that y=
(w0) , z=(w1) and n =[(aw0+bw1) | a, b # GF(q), (a, b){(0, 0)]. If
x=(w2) , then there are (t&1) elements *i # GF(qt) i=1, 2..., t&1 such
that W=(w0 , w1 , *1w2 , *2w2 , ..., *t&1w2) is a (t+1)-dimensional
GF(q)-vector space and B=[(w) | w # W"[0]].
Let B$ be a GF(q)-linear blocking set with q+1 Re dei lines incident with
the point x$=(w$2) and let n$ be a secant line not incident with x$. We can
choose a basis w$0 , w$1 , w$2 of V such that n$ & B$=[(aw$0+bw$1) | a, b #
GF(q)] is a subline of n$, and W$=(w$0 , w$1 , *$1 w$2 , *$2w$2 , ..., *$t&1w$2) is a
(t+1)-dimensional GF(q)-vector space such that B$=[(w$) | w$ # W$"[0]].
The GF(q)-linear blocking sets B and B$ are equivalent if and only if
there is a collineation of PG(2, qt) which maps B to B$. As P1L(2, qt) is
transitive on the points, we can suppose x=x$=(0, 0, 1). A linear collinea-
tion of PG(2, qt) fixing x is defined by a matrix
1 0 : 1 0 0 a b 0
\0 1 ;+\0 1 0+\c d 0+ ,0 0 1 0 0 * 0 0 1
where :, ;, *, a, b, c, d # GF(qt).
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The group
1 0 :
{\0 1 ;+ } :, ; # GF(qt)=0 0 1
is transitive on the lines of PG(2, qt) not incident with x. Then we can
suppose n=n$.
The group
a b 0
{\c d 0+ } ad&bc{0, a, b, c, d # GF(qt)=0 0 1
is 3-transitive on the points of n and it is transitive on the subline of
PG(1, qt) isomorphic to PG(1, q). Then, we can suppose w0=w$0 , w1=w$1 .
The group
1 0 0
{{*=\0 1 0+ } * # GF(qt), *{0=0 0 *
induces the identity on n. Moreover, it induces a cyclic group of order
qt&1+ } } } +q+1 which is sharply transitive on the points of P(x). Hence,
it is transitive on the (t&2)-dimensional subspaces of P(x) because the
points and the hyperplanes of a projective geometry form a symmetric
design (see [5] 3.3.2). Therefore there is a non-zero element + # GF(qt) such
that {+ : W & (w2) [ W$ & (w2). This proves that B and B$ are equivalent.
K
Remark. Suppose GF(q) is the largest subfield of GF(qt). If t>5, then
PG(2, qt) has three inequivalent blocking sets of size qt+qt&1+1. The first
one has q+1 Re dei lines, the second one has excatly one Re dei line, and
the third one has no Re dei lines.
Corollary 2. If B is a small minimal blocking set in PG(2, pn) with at
least two Re dei lines, then B is equivalent to the blocking set defined by the
trace of GF( pn) over some subfield.
Proof. By [4, Example 3.1 and Example 3.2] (see also [11]), there is
a subfield of order q= pe of GF( pn)=GF(qt) and a (t&1)-dimensional
GF(q)-subspace U of GF(qt) such that either B is equivalent to
[(u, :, ;) | u # U, :, ; # GF(q)]
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(i.e., B is GF(q)-linear), or q=2 and B is equivalent to
[(u+c, 0, 1) | u # U] _ [(u+c, 1, 0) | u # U] _ [(u, 1, 1) | u # U] _ [(1, 0, 0)],
where c does not belong to U.
For q=2, the collineation |: (X0 , X1 , X2) [ (X0+c(X1+X2), X1 , X2)
maps
B=[(u+c, 0, 1) | u # U] _ [(u+c, 1, 0) | u # U]
_ [(u, 1, 1) | u # U] _ [(1, 0, 0)]
to the GF(2)-linear blocking set
B$=[(u, :, ;) | u # U, :, ; # GF(2)].
Hence, B=BL is a GF(q)-linear blocking set of PG(2, qt) such that
P(1, 0, 0) intersect L in a (t&2)-dimensional subspace, and all the secants
incident with (1, 0, 0) are Re dei lines of B. Therefore all the elements
P(X0 , X1 , X2) different from P(1, 0, 0) intersects L in at most one point.
Hence, B has order qt+qt&1+1. The corollary follows by Theorem 5. K
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